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The Center for Macro Projects and Diplomacy was established at the First Macro
Conference held at Roger Williams University, Bristol, Rhode Island in April 2004.
The Center fosters the interdisciplinary formulation, study, demonstration and
debate of ideas contributing to human progress through the improvement of world
habitat. In the increasingly globalized world, solutions to problems require a broad
approach that considers an array of concerns--cultural, environmental, technical,
economic, social, political and legal--as well as the communication and negotiation
skills necessary to achieve agreement. Many current proposals or projects fail because
they are conceived in isolation or consider relationships narrowly. With invited
leaders, faculty and students concentrating on clearly-defined issues of importance to
the world community— land, water, energy and food supplies; transportation,
environmental quality, housing, education, health care, heritage--the Center follows
through on steps needed to design, display, debate, evaluate, test, and in appropriate
cases, deploy undertakings of relevance and urgency.
Current activities of the Center include:
o organization of an annual conference on selected themes involving large scale
projects and their potential for positive diplomatic impact,
o publication of the annual Journal of Macro Projects and Diplomacy, that acts as a
forum for exchange of ideas and a means to disseminate information and report
research activities. The Journal for Macro Projects and Diplomacy is available from
Roger Williams University, Bristol, Rhode Island.
o development of Preliminary Project Proposals for consideration by investors and
government for implementation.
o publication of Occasional Papers by leaders in the field on selected large scale
projects with urgent implications
MACRO PROJECTS WORKING PAPERS SERIES
The Center also publishes the Macro Project Working Paper Series. All Working
Papers are the product of faculty and student research at Roger Williams University
that address an annual conference theme. Papers have been grouped by subject such
as international relations, architecture and planning, engineering, management, law
and finance.
Director, Center For Macro Projects and Diplomacy
Stephen White
Publications Designer and Coordinator
Timothy Ganetis
For further information, contact
The Center for Macro Projects and Diplomacy
Roger Williams University
One Old Ferry Road
Bristol, RI 02903-2921
(401) 254-3605
www.macrocenter.rwu.edu
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